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Ryan Puusaari is excited to share his

new book, “Healing Thoughts.” It’s all

about finding yourself, healing, and

staying strong emotionally.

Packed with deep reflections, powerful

quotes, and uplifting messages,

“Healing Thoughts” guides readers on their own paths to inner peace and personal growth.

“Writing ‘Healing Thoughts’ was a cathartic experience,” Ryan shares. “I wanted to create a space

where readers could feel seen and understood, especially during their darkest moments.”

Ryan’s journey began in a challenging childhood marked by loneliness and bullying, experiences

that left deep emotional scars. He writes, “My childhood was marked by loneliness and bullying,

shaping emotional defense mechanisms that followed me into adulthood.” These formative

events set the stage for a life characterized by resilience and self-exploration.

The book digs into personal heartbreak, including the end of Ryan’s marriage. He recounts, “The

end of my marriage brought a storm of betrayal and isolation, plunging me into a deep sense of

loss. Yet, amid the darkness, a spark of self-discovery ignited, guiding me toward a journey of

healing.” This key moment sparked deep personal growth and a new sense of purpose.

Ryan’s connection with nature and the practice of journaling played a significant role in his

healing process. “Nature and journaling became my sanctuary,” Ryan reflects. By sharing his
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journey on TikTok, Ryan discovered a supportive community, turning personal healing into a

shared path of resilience.

One of the book’s most impactful chapters, “The Transformative Role of My Journal,” highlights

the evolution of Ryan’s relationship with their journal. “Journaling evolved from a private venting

ground to a mirror reflecting my soul’s journey,” Ryan explains. This practice not only guided

them through complex emotions but also inspired the creation of the 365-Day Shadow Work

Journals, which have helped countless others on their paths to self-understanding.

The inception of “Healing Thoughts” occurred during a transformative hike up Mount Carleton.

Ryan describes this moment as a turning point: “The idea for ‘Healing Thoughts’ emerged during

a transformative hike up Mount Carleton. It became a testament to the healing journey,

incorporating meaningful quotes and personal reflections, aiming to serve as a companion and

source of support for readers.” Ryan hopes this book will be a light of hope and a guide for those

on their own healing journeys.

The book emphasizes the importance of self-awareness and introspection. “Self-discovery is an

ongoing process,” Ryan notes. “Through poetic reflections and motivational quotes, I aim to

highlight the power of introspection in achieving emotional healing.”

“Writing ‘Healing Thoughts’ was about more than sharing my story,” Ryan concludes. “It was

about creating a space where others could find solace, understanding, and the courage to

embark on their own healing journeys.”

“Healing Thoughts” is now available at major book retailers and online platforms. For more

information, visit WoodIslandBooks.com or subscribe to the Healing Thoughts Newsletter at

HealingThoughts.com.

About the Author: Ryan Puusaari is an author, speaker, and advocate for emotional wellness and

personal growth. Through their writing and community engagement, Ryan aims to inspire others

to navigate their healing journeys with compassion and resilience.
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“Healing Thoughts” — Your companion on the journey to inner peace and healing.
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